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Abstract Database systems employ physical structures
such as indexes and materialized views to improve query
performance, potentially by orders of magnitude. It is therefore important for a database administrator to choose the
appropriate configuration of these physical structures for
a given database. XML database systems are increasingly
being used to manage semi-structured data, and XML support has been added to commercial database systems. In this
paper, we address the problem of automatic physical design
for XML databases, which is the process of automatically
selecting the best set of physical structures for a database
and a query workload. We focus on recommending two types
of physical structures: XML indexes and relational materialized views of XML data. We present a design advisor
for recommending XML indexes, one for recommending
materialized views, and an integrated design advisor that
recommends both indexes and materialized views. A key
characteristic of our advisors is that they are tightly coupled
with the query optimizer of the database system, and they
rely on the optimizer for enumerating and evaluating physical designs. We have implemented our advisors in a prototype
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version of IBM DB2 V9, and we experimentally demonstrate
the effectiveness of their recommendations using this implementation.
Keywords Database physical design · XML database ·
Design advisor · XMLTable views · XML indexes

1 Introduction
Recently, an increasing amount of data is exchanged,
processed and stored in XML format. In addition, XML is
now commonly used in many applications to represent and
exchange semi-structured data. This has led to an increased
focus on XML data management. There are three main
approaches for storing and managing XML data: (1) native
XML databases, (2) shredding XML data into relational databases, and (3) XML column type. In this paper, we focus on
XML data that is natively stored in a column of type XML
in a table in a relational database. This approach is now supported by most commercial database systems [5,30].
Database systems introduce several physical structures
to improve the performance of query execution. Examples
of physical structures that relational database systems support and XML database systems fully or partially support
are indexes, materialized views, and partitioning. For XML
databases, the performance improvements provided by these
physical structures stem primarily from: (1) direct access to
parts of the data in the XML documents without needing to
scan them (e.g., indexes), (2) grouping parts of the data into
one logical unit that can be scanned independently of other
such units (e.g., materialized views and partitioning), and
(3) rewriting the query for a smaller part of the data (e.g.,
materialized views).
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The various XML physical structures can potentially
improve the performance of XML database systems by orders
of magnitude. Users of these systems now face the problem
of deciding on the best set of physical structures to create for
a given XML database and query workload. Automatic physical database design has been studied extensively in the context of relational databases, and most commercial database
systems now include Design Advisors that automatically recommend various physical structures [1,7,34,36]. However,
automatic physical design for XML databases has not been
studied as extensively in the database literature.
In this paper, we study automating the physical design
of XML databases and build a system to recommend physical structures that are useful for a given XML database and
query workload. We study the automatic recommendation
of two physical structures: XML indexes and XML materialized views. A well-established architecture for physical
design recommendation has been developed in the context of
relational physical design advisors. A design advisor needs
to address four questions: (1) how to determine the candidate
structures that would be useful for a query workload, (2) how
to expand the set of candidates with more general candidates,
(3) how to estimate the benefit of a physical design configuration (i.e., a set of physical structures), and (4) how to search
all the possible configurations for the best configuration. The
recommendation process is divided into several phases where
each phase addresses one of these questions. Figure 1 shows
the general architecture of relational database design advisors, which we follow in our proposed XML design advisors.
We extend the query optimizer with operation modes that
allows us to: (1) recommend physical structures that can be
useful for a query and (2) estimate the cost of a query while
assuming the existence of some physical structures.
XML databases have unique characteristics, and so their
physical structures are also different from the ones that
are defined for relational database systems. This introduces
unique challenges, such as identifying the patterns occurring
in an XML database that can be indexed, finding general
forms of the identified patterns, and consequently, searching
a large number of candidate patterns. These unique challenges make automatic physical design for XML databases
more difficult than that for relational databases and lead to the
details of the physical design procedure being significantly
different. Also, the physical structures for XML databases are
not yet well established, and so there is an opportunity for
research on automatic physical design to impact the definition
of the physical structures being recommended. For example,
a wide variety of XML indexes have been explored in the
literature [13,28,30]. On the other hand, XML materialized
views of various types are still being investigated in research
[2,15,18,30]. In this paper, we explore using the result
of the XMLTable functions [18,30] as relational-structured
materialized views to speed up answering XQuery queries,
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Fig. 1 General architecture of a physical design advisor

and we develop an advisor that recommends XMLTable
views for a given workload of XQuery queries.
Our focus in this paper is on developing techniques and
algorithms to automate the recommendation of XML indexes
and XMLTable materialized views for a given XML database and XML query workload. We present two end-to-end
advisors: an XML Index Advisor and an XMLTable View
Advisor. We then incorporate these two advisors into one
Integrated Index-View Advisor that recommends both XML
indexes and XMLTable materialized views for an XML database. An earlier version of the XML Index Advisor appeared
in [10] and was demonstrated in [9], and the client-side XML
Index Advisor application is available for download from
the IBM developerWorks web site. In this paper, we present
a new technique to deal with database maintenance statements (update, delete, and insert) in the input workload. An
earlier version of the XMLTable View Advisor appeared in
[11]. We expand that work by presenting the query optimizer
architecture that can rewrite XQuery queries as needed by
the View Advisor, and presenting the details of the query
translation algorithm. The Integrated Index-View Advisor
is a new research contribution beyond what appears in
[9–11].
In the rest of the paper, we present our contributions, which
can be summarized as follows: (1) the algorithms needed for
building an XML Index Advisor (Sect. 3), (2) an XMLTable
View Advisor (Sect. 4), (3) a combination of our index and
view advisors proposed in Sects. 3 and 4 to build an Integrated
Index-View Advisor (Sect. 5), and (4) an implementation of
our advisors on top of IBM DB2 V9 and an experimental
study that uses this implementation (Sect. 6).
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2 Background and related work
2.1 XML physical structures
Several types of physical structures can be used to improve
the performance of query execution. In this paper, we focus
on XML indexes and XMLTable views, which we briefly
describe in this section.
2.1.1 XML indexes
XML query languages (for example, XQuery and SQL/XML)
use XPath path expressions to represent elements to be
retrieved from the data. The retrieval of elements from the
XML data can be helped by the presence of an XML index,
and there have been many proposals for XML indexes over
the past few years [13,28,30]. XML indexes can be categorized into structural indexes that speed up navigation through
the hierarchical structure of the XML data (e.g., [13]), and
value indexes that help in retrieving XML elements based
on some condition on the values they contain (e.g., [28,30]).
A structural index can help in answering an XPath query
such as /Security/Symbol (find all security symbols),
while a value index can help in answering an XPath query
like /Security[Yield>=4.5] (find all securities with
a yield greater than 4.5).1
Covering indexes (for example, DataGuide [13]) can grow
as large as the data that they index [20], so they might not
improve query execution time and are harder to maintain
compared to smaller ones. However, partial indexes, which
include only the XML elements that are reachable via specific index patterns [5,30,32] can improve the speed of index
maintenance and lookups. These index patterns are typically
specified as linear XPath expressions that do not include
predicates. For example, an index that includes only XML
elements that are reachable by the pattern /Security/*
(i.e., immediate children of /Security) would be useful
for answering queries such as the example queries above,
but it would not be useful in answering queries on, say,
/Security/SecInfo//Sector.
2.1.2 XMLTable views
On the physical design level, materialized views of XML
data can be in one of the following forms: (1) both the view
and query language are XQuery [2,29]. In this case, the
main research issue is to check XQuery result containment to
decide whether a view can be used to answer a query; (2) the
view language is XPath and the query language is XQuery
[4,35]. In this approach, the XML views are defined using
1

Throughout this paper, we use examples from the TPoX benchmark
[27].

Fig. 2 XMLTable view example

XPath path expressions and are similar to the XML indexes
described in Sect. 2.1.1; and (3) the view language is a combination of XPath and SQL, and the query language is XQuery.
This approach has some similarities to shredding the XML
data into relational tables [6,33]. In this paper, we adopt the
third approach, which we can call selective shredding, and
we elaborate on it in Sect. 4.
Using relational materialized views for XML data and
queries provides a simple and effective way to improve the
performance of XML query workloads by leveraging the
existing rich and mature infrastructure for these views built
into many database systems. However, building relational
views of XML data requires a mechanism that maps between
XML elements and their corresponding column names in
the relational views. For example, in [15], the XML Wrapper of IBM DB2 [19] is used to perform this mapping. The
XML Wrapper allows CREATE NICKNAME statements
that include nicknames for XPath expressions in the XML
document.
A new approach for creating relational views for XML
data is to use the XMLTable function [12,18,30]. XMLTable
is an SQL table function that creates a virtual derived relational table based on XML data. The virtual table can then
be queried using SQL or materialized as a relational view
[12]. An example of using the XMLTable function to create
indexes is described in [24]. The XMLTable function is executed on a table with an XML-typed column. The XMLTable
function allows us to include parts of the XML data that is
frequently accessed by queries in the workload in a relational
table format for faster retrieval. By doing so, we selectively
shred the XML data into relational views. Figure 2 illustrates an example SQL query with an XMLTable function.
The main parts of the syntax of the XMLTable function are
as follows:
– A row generator XQuery string, which is an XQuery
(or XPath) expression. The XMLTable function iterates
through the results of the XQuery (or XPath) expression
in the row generator and generates a tuple in the derived
table for every result.
– Column navigators are XPath navigation expressions.
Their execution results are used to populate the columns
of the derived table to be created by the XMLTable
function.
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Using the XMLTable function to create materialized relational views of the XML data allows us to benefit from both
the mature relational view matching [14] and also XPath view
matching [4,35]. The XMLTable is defined in the FROM
clause of a SELECT statement which allows two levels of
matching of queries with views. The query optimizer matches
queries that contain XMLTable functions with XMLTable
views. Next, XPath matching can be used for the XMLTable
definitions of the query and view to find the necessary compensation and so to rewrite the query to use the contents of
the view. A discussion of the possible techniques and issues
related to matching and rewriting SQL/XML queries with
XMLTable functions to use XMLTable views is presented
in [12]. That work focuses on describing the matching and
rewriting rules needed by a query optimizer to use XMLTable
views.
The XQuery Update Facility (XQUF), which is a W3C
Recommendation that provides a declarative approach for
updating XML, has been shown to effectively update XML
data and XMLTable indexes [22,24]. That work proves the
effectiveness of using XMLTable views as physical structures for workloads that contain both queries and database
maintenance statements.
2.2 Related work on automatic physical design for XML
Two works have attempted to tackle the index recommendation problem for XML databases [17,31]. They both
suffer from having rudimentary techniques for candidate
generation, cost estimation, and configuration enumeration.
Furthermore, the index advisors proposed in these works
are independent of the database system query optimizer,
so there is no guarantee that the recommended indexes
will be of use to the optimizer, and no guarantee that the
estimated benefits of candidate index configurations are
accurate.
In [31], a tool is proposed for selecting indexes for an
XML database system. The main focus of the work is to find
a good cost model for selecting the best set of indexes for
a query workload, making use of structural information and
data statistics. In our work, we adopt a simple and powerful
solution to the cost estimation problem by leveraging the
query optimizer cost model.
Another index recommender for XML is presented in
[16,17]. This index recommender analyzes the workload
periodically and creates or drops XML indexes on the fly.
As in [31], the cost model used is independent of the
query optimizer and hence likely to be inaccurate. For
configuration enumeration, [16] proposes using either a
greedy search, which can be inaccurate, or an exhaustive
search, which is slow. The configuration enumeration step
in [16,17] also ignores the penalty for updates, deletes, and
inserts.
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In this paper, we also consider recommending relational
materialized views for XML data. Relational and XML
data reside side by side in current database systems [5].
Query execution cost depends on the storage mode of
the data, and so there are situations where it is efficient
to use a relational representation of the data and others where it is more efficient to use an XML representation. The work in [21,26] discusses the factors affecting
the choice of using a relational or XML representation to
store data and attempts to find a logical design for a database given the characteristics of the data to be stored in
it.
Application access patterns of the data can also help in
choosing how to store this data. These alternative access patterns can be exploited to add materialized views to the database to enhance query execution performance [14]. To incorporate both relational and XML data models in the same database system, several hybrid XML-relational architectures are
presented in [15]. In Sect. 4, we study building relational
materialized views as an alternative access pattern for XML
data.
Using relational materialized views to answer XQuery
queries requires translating XQuery queries on the XML
data to SQL queries on the materialized views. In the
literature, translating XQuery to SQL has traditionally
taken place at the application level, where the XQuery
string gets translated into an SQL string before it is
sent to the database server [33]. In comparison, XQuery
native compilation, described in [23], takes place inside
the database server. During XQuery native compilation, an
XQuery query is compiled into the server internal data
structures which are shared between XQuery and SQL
queries.
The main focus in [23] is to rewrite XQuery queries
into SQL queries using the SQL/XML extensions provided by the Oracle DBMS. This rewriting is done during query compilation to take advantage of the powerful
capabilities of the full-fledged relational query optimizer.
The first phase of XQuery compilation is to parse the
query into the XQueryX [25] representation. Next, static
type checking, which is important for XQuery optimization, is performed. Finally, the XQuery query is rewritten
to an SQL/XML query. To rewrite XQuery to SQL/XML,
each XQuery expression is converted into an SQL operator or operator tree or a sub-query block. In some cases,
when native compilation is not possible (i.e., a mapping between XQuery and SQL/XML is not available),
a hybrid approach is taken, and a co-processor is used
to handle these parts of the XQuery query. In Sect. 4,
we take a similar but simpler approach for XQuery to
SQL/XML translation. We limit ourself to a subset of
XQuery that can be mapped to SQL/XML with XMLTable
functions.
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3 Recommending XML indexes
Partial XML indexes are supported by commercial database
systems such as DB2 and Oracle [28,30]. Recall that a partial
index is an index on parts of an XML document that match
index patterns specified by the user (Sect. 2.1.1). Partial
XML indexing leads to smaller indexes that include only
the paths in a document that are relevant to user queries. This
makes index maintenance on database updates more efficient
and significantly improves index lookup performance over
indexes that include all the paths in a document [3]. The large
number of partial indexes that a user can choose makes the
decision of which ones to build more difficult. In the rest of
this section, we present an XML Index Advisor that automatically recommends the best set of partial XML index patterns
for a given database and query workload, while taking into
account the cost of updating the index on data modification.
3.1 Overview and architecture
The architecture of the XML Index Advisor is the same as
the general architecture illustrated in Fig. 1. The high-level
framework of the index recommendation process is as follows. First, for every query in the workload, we rely on the
query optimizer to enumerate a set of candidate indexes that
would be useful for it. Next, we expand the enumerated set
of candidate indexes to include more general indexes, each
of which can potentially benefit multiple queries from the
current workload or from future, yet-unseen but related
workloads. Finally, we search the space of possible index
configurations to find the optimal configuration, which maximizes the performance benefit to the workload.
Much of the functionality of the advisor is implemented
in a client-side application. However, we use the query optimizer for index recommendation by extending it with two
new query optimizer modes: (1) Enumerate XML Indexes, in
which the optimizer enumerates the indexes that can be of
benefit to one input query, hence allowing us to start with a
useful basic set of candidate indexes and (2) Evaluate XML
Indexes, in which the optimizer simulates an index configuration and estimates the cost of a query under this configuration. These optimizer modes are the only server-side
extensions required for the XML Index Advisor. They allow
us to tightly couple the index recommendation process with
the query optimizer, and they eliminate the need to replicate
any functionality that is already available in the optimizer.
Moreover, the XML Index Advisor client application is now
useful for any database system that supports XML indexes,
and whose optimizer is extended with our proposed modes.
In the new modes, the optimizer needs to work with hypothetical indexes that do not exist but are still needed to identify candidate indexes or evaluate their cost. To enable this,
we modify the query optimizer to allow it to create virtual

Fig. 3 Query Q1

Fig. 4 Query Q2

indexes that can then be used during query optimization.
These virtual indexes are added to the database catalog and
to all the internal data structures of the optimizer, but they
are not physically created on disk and no data is inserted into
them, and therefore, they cannot be used for query execution.
Virtual indexes are used in relational index advisors to enable
the optimizer to estimate the cost of candidate index configurations [7,34]. In our XML Index Advisor, we use virtual
indexes for cost estimation, but a novel feature of our work
is that we also use them for enumerating candidate indexes
for workload queries.
Next, we describe the details of the XML Index Advisor
phases for recommending partial XML indexes. We use a
workload consisting of the two queries Q1 and Q2 on the
TPoX database, which are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, as a running example.
3.2 Basic candidate set
XQuery and SQL/XML are complex languages. In these languages, XML patterns can appear in various parts of a query,
but indexes are not useful for some of the XML patterns that
appear in the query (e.g., patterns that appear in the return
clause [3]). In addition, the process of deciding which indexes
can benefit which patterns in a query is dependent on the
XML query optimizer implementation. To obtain the basic
candidate set of indexes that are useful to a given query, we
tightly couple the process of generating candidate indexes in
the XML Index Advisor with the process of index matching in
the optimizer. Index matching is a fundamental process performed by query optimizers. In this process, the optimizer
decides which of the available indexes can be used by the
query being optimized, and how they can be used (e.g., for
which predicates in the query) [4,35].
Coupling candidate enumeration with index matching
allows us to leverage the fairly elaborate query parsing, index
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Table 1 Basic and general index candidates for Q1 and Q2
Candidate

XPath

Type

C1

/Security/Symbol

string

C2

/Security/SecInfo/*/Sector

string

C3

/Security/Yield

numerical

C4

/Security//*

string

C5

/Security/*

numerical

matching, type checking, and query rewriting functionality
of the query optimizer, without the need to replicate this functionality. In addition, we can support any type checks or type
casts that the optimizer performs when using an index, and
we can enumerate indexes that are only exposed by query
rewrites in the optimizer. Moreover, we are assured that the
candidate indexes considered by the Index Advisor can actually be matched and used by the optimizer.
To leverage the index matching capability of the query
optimizer for enumerating candidate XML indexes, we modify the optimizer with a special Enumerate XML Indexes
query optimizer mode. In this mode, we create a virtual universal index over the XML data, which is a virtual index
whose index pattern is //*. This //* virtual index (virtually) indexes all elements in the document and hence can
be matched with any XPath pattern in the query that can
be answered using an index. Next, the query optimizer optimizes the workload query with the //* virtual index in place.
After the index matching step of the optimizer, the optimizer
returns to the user all the index patterns in the query that were
matched with the //* virtual index.
The candidate index patterns enumerated by the optimizer
take predicates into account and include indexes that are only
exposed by query rewrites. For example, C1, C2, and C3 in
Table 1 are the patterns enumerated by the DB2 optimizer
for Q1 and Q2.
3.3 Candidate generalization
The XML Index Advisor optimizes each workload query
in Enumerate XML Indexes mode. The resulting candidate
index patterns of all queries are considered as a basic candidate set. Thus, the optimizer helps us identify index patterns
specific to each query. However, it is unable to identify index
patterns that can benefit multiple queries in the current workload and also future queries with similar patterns. We assume
that the queries that we have not seen in the input workload
and would like to answer in the future have XPath expressions that are slight variants of the XPath expressions that
appear in the queries of the input workload.
For example, our basic candidate set for
Q1 and Q2 includes: /Security/Symbol and
/Security/SecInfo/*/Sector. Therefore, the set of
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candidates can be expanded to include the more general
pattern /Security//*. This new path expression covers the two original path expressions as well as other path
expressions that could potentially exist in the data, such as
/Security//Industry. Our Index Advisor can now
recommend the new general index instead of the two original
candidate indexes. This new candidate index will generally
have a size that is greater than or equal to the total size of
the two original candidate indexes, since it potentially covers
more elements in the data than they do. However, it has the
advantage that it can answer more queries than the two original indexes and so it can potentially be useful for queries
beyond the training workload.
The candidate generalization algorithm attempts to find
more generalized index patterns by iteratively applying several generalization rules to each pair of basic candidate
indexes and to the resulting generalized indexes. The process
continues until no new generalized XPath expressions can
be found. The rules consider two XML index patterns concurrently and try to find common path nodes (representing
common subexpressions) between these two patterns, which
is captured in a new generalized XPath expression. We add
this newly formed XPath expression to our set of candidate
index patterns. Before attempting to generalize two patterns
together, we check their compatibility under any other constraints, such as data type and namespace.
We represent path expression patterns as linked lists in
which each node represents a path step. To generalize a pair
of XML patterns, we start at the head nodes of the linked
lists representing the path expressions and perform a synchronized traversal of the two lists. We examine each navigational step in the two patterns, and if a match is found,
we add a matching step in the generated pattern. If an
immediate match is not found, we skip steps looking for
a match and this is reflected in the generated pattern by
adding * steps. We continue this procedure until we reach the
indexed nodes. The details of the algorithm are presented in
[8,10].
For example, this matching process extends the candidates
for Q1 and Q2 to include candidate C4 in Table 1. Candidate
C3 cannot be generalized with either C1 or C2 because it is
of a different data type. Therefore, we propose a heuristic
approach that generalizes index patterns in the basic candidate set individually by predicting the existence of other
expressions similar to a candidate. This heuristic technique
replaces the last non-* navigation step in the candidate path
with a * navigation step. For example, candidate C3 is generalized to C5 in Table 1 using the proposed heuristic.
3.4 Estimating the benefit of XML indexes
After the candidate enumeration and generalization steps, we
have in hand an expanded set of candidate indexes. To find
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the best index configuration from these candidates, the XML
Index Advisor needs to be able to estimate the benefit of
an index or a set of indexes to a given workload, which we
describe in this section. We also describe how we account
for maintenance (update, delete, and insert) statements in the
workload when estimating this benefit.
Relational index advisors leverage the query optimizer to
estimate the benefit to a query workload of having a particular index configuration [7,34]. Similarly, we employ a
new query optimizer mode that we call the Evaluate XML
Indexes mode. This mode relies on creating virtual indexes
and estimating the cost of workload queries with these virtual
indexes in place. However, we first need to collect statistics
on the XML data populated in the database (e.g., using the
RUNSTATS command in DB2). The optimizer in Evaluate
XML Indexes mode uses these data statistics to estimate for
the virtual indexes the index statistics that are necessary for
the optimizer cost model (e.g., the number of leaf nodes in a
B-tree). The details of the index statistics that are needed
depend on the implementation of the query optimizer. The
optimizer can then include the virtual indexes with other
existing real indexes when performing index matching to find
the possible indexes to be used in a query, and when determining a query execution plan for this query. After optimizing a query in Evaluate XML Indexes mode, the optimizer
returns the set of indexes that were used, plus their index statistics and the new cost information of the evaluated query.
This information is used by our index advisor to determine
the benefit of using an index or a configuration consisting of
multiple indexes.
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3.4.2 Estimating the cost of update, delete, and insert
statements and the benefit that they derive
Our workloads may contain update, delete, and insert (UDI)
statements in addition to queries. Any index that we recommend must be maintained for each of the UDI statements in
the workload. At the same time, update and delete statements
may benefit from an index that helps them identify the data
that needs to be updated or deleted. Such benefit is estimated
just like the benefit of indexes for queries. In some database
systems, such as DB2, the optimizer cost estimates do not
include the cost of updating indexes because updating the
indexes is an operation that has to be performed regardless
of the chosen query execution plan, so ignoring the cost of
this operation will not affect the plan chosen by the query
optimizer. Therefore, we develop special techniques in our
client-side application to estimate the maintenance cost of
indexes under UDI statements.
To estimate the maintenance cost for an index xi due to
a UDI statement s, we use the data statistics to estimate the
number of XML documents that have changed because of
this statement, docChanged(s), and the total number of elements included in this index numElement(xi ). We make two
simplifying assumption: (1) the number of indexed XML elements from all documents is the same and (2) all the index
entries corresponding to these XML elements will need to
be updated. Given the total number of XML documents in
the database numDocs, we can estimate the number of XML
elements that the statement will affect in the index as follows:
elementsUpdated(xi , s) = numElements(xi ) ×
docsChanged(s)/numDocs

3.4.1 Estimating the benefit of an index configuration
In the XML Index Advisor client-side application, the benefit of using an index is estimated as the reduction in query
execution cost when the index is created. If the initial cost
of query q is Cold (q) (i.e., the cost of the query when any
existing indexes are in place) and the cost of the same
query after creating index x is Cnew (q) (i.e., the cost of
the query when the index is added to the existing configuration), the benefit of index x to query q is calculated as
Benefit(x; q) = Cold (q) − Cnew (q). We use the Evaluate
XML Indexes mode to evaluate the cost of a query when an
index is in place without actually creating the index.
To evaluate the benefit of an index for a workload
of queries W , we
 generalize the above calculation to:
Benefit(x; W ) = q∈W (Cold(q) − Cnew (q)). Furthermore,
to calculate the benefit of an index configuration, we create
all the indexes in the configuration as virtual indexes and
then optimize all queries in the workload in Evaluate XML
Indexes mode to estimate their new costs. Thus, we have:

Benefit(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ; W ) = q∈W (Cold (q) − Cnew (q)).

The maintenance cost mc of an index xi because
of a UDI statement s is calculated as a function of
elementsUpdated(xi , s) in a way that depends on how the
database system implements index updates. To account for
the index maintenance cost in the benefit calculation, we subtract from the calculated benefit the maintenance cost (mc) of
all indexes in the configuration. Thus, for indexes x1 , . . . , xn
and workload W that contains queries q1 , . . . , ql and maintenance statements s1 , . . . , sk :

Benefit U D I (x1 , . . . , xn ; W ) =
(Cold (q) − Cnew (q))
+


s∈W



q∈W

(Cold (s) − Cnew (s)) −

n



mc(xi , s)

i=1

3.4.3 Efficient evaluation of index configurations
To evaluate the benefit of an index configuration, we can
simply estimate the benefit of the individual indexes independently and add up these estimated benefits. However,
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this method ignores the interaction between indexes. The
benefit of an index will change depending on what other
indexes are available because the query optimizer can use
multiple indexes in its plans. We can take index interaction
into account by simply evaluating the entire workload with
all indexes in the configuration created as virtual indexes.
Since we evaluate the benefit of index configurations repeatedly during our search for the optimal index configuration,
we have developed a more efficient approach that reduces
the number of calls to the optimizer while taking index interaction into account. This approach is inspired by the atomic
configuration concept described in [7].
During the generation of candidate indexes, we keep
track of which workload statements produced each index x.
These are the statements that can benefit from x, and we
call them the affected set of x. To evaluate the benefit of
a configuration, we only need to call the optimizer for the
union of the affected sets of its indexes. Furthermore, we
divide a configuration into smaller sub-configurations, where
each sub-configuration includes indexes that may interact
with each other, which are indexes that have overlapping
affected sets. We maintain a cache of previously evaluated
sub-configurations and we only evaluate a sub-configuration
if it is not found in this cache. To create the set of subconfigurations for a given configuration, we start with a subconfiguration for each index, and we iteratively merge the
sub-configurations whose affected sets overlap, until there
can be no more merging.
For example, to evaluate the benefit of the index configuration containing C1, C2 and C3 from Table 1, we initially have
each one of them in a separate sub-configuration. Because C2
and C3 are enumerated from the same query Q2, we merge
their sub-configurations into {C2, C3}. To evaluate the configuration {C1}, we only need to optimize Q1 while C1 is
created as virtual index. Similarly, to evaluate the configuration {C2, C3} we only need to optimize Q2 while C2 and
C3 are created as virtual indexes. The benefit of the configuration {C1, C2, C3} will be the sum of the individual
benefits of {C1} and {C2, C3}. When evaluating a configuration of, say, {C1, C2, C5}, we split it into the two
sub-configurations, {C1} and {C2, C5}. Since {C1} was
evaluated in the previous step, we only need to evaluate
{C2, C5}.
3.5 Searching for the optimal configuration
3.5.1 Problem definition
The XML Index Advisor needs to search the space of possible index configurations consisting of indexes from the
candidate set including basic and generalized candidates to
find the index configuration with the maximum benefit, subject to a constraint specified by the user on the disk space
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Fig. 5 Relationship between workload queries and candidate XML
patterns

available for the chosen index configuration. This combinatorial search problem can be modeled as a 0/1 knapsack problem [34], which is NP-complete. The size of the knapsack is
the disk space budget specified by the user. Each candidate
index, which is an “item” that can be placed in the knapsack,
has a cost, which is its estimated size on disk, and a benefit.
Given that p is an index configuration in the set of candidate configurations P, W is the workload, and x is an index
in p, the objective of the search problem can be described
as:
maximize p∈P {Benefit(W , p)}

Size(x) ≤ DiskBudget
such that
x∈ p

Modeling the index search as a 0/1 knapsack problem
gives us a spectrum of solutions that ranges from greedy
approximation to dynamic programming. When considering
the right algorithm for the search problem, we also need to
take index interaction into account. The simplest approach to
solving the 0/1 knapsack problem is to use a greedy search
that ignores index interaction. To take index interaction into
account, we have added some heuristics to the greedy search
to ensure that we use as many indexes with high benefit as we
can, and that they are all actually used in optimizer plans. We
also propose a top down search that chooses as many general
indexes as it can fit into the disk budget. The goals of the
greedy search with heuristics and the top down search are
fundamentally different: The greedy search with heuristics
attempts to find the best possible set of indexes for the given
workload, without any consideration for the generality of
these indexes, while the top down search attempts to find
configurations that are as general as possible so that they
can benefit not only the given workload but also any similar
future workloads.
In our search algorithms, we model the relationship
between queries in the workload, the extracted XML patterns,
and the generalized candidates as directed acyclic graph
(DAG). Figure 5 presents an example of such a DAG. For
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queries q1 , q2 , . . . qn we enumerate a basic set of candidates
p1 , p2 , . . . pm as described in Sect. 3.2. Each query and basic
candidate is represented as a node in the DAG. One basic candidate can be enumerated because of more than one query,
and one query can produce more than one candidate, so we
associate with each candidate the set of queries that produced it via a set of edges in the DAG. We build the next
levels in the DAG by generalizing the basic candidates using
the algorithm in Sect. 3.3, and we continue until we reach
the most general candidates as shown in the figure. For each
new candidate created during candidate generalization, we
associate with it the set of XML patterns that were the cause
of generating it through a set of edges in the DAG. Hence, by
following these edges, we will have for any candidate index
pattern a list of all candidates in the subtree rooted at this
pattern, which we call the coverage list. The leaves of the
subtree are the queries that can benefit from this candidate
index pattern, which we call the affected queries. The list of
affected queries of a generalized pattern is the concatenation
of the lists of affected queries of its children. For example,
the coverage list of C4 in Table 1 is {C1, C2, C4}, and its
list of affected queries is {Q1, Q2}. Next, we present our two
search algorithms.

3.5.2 Greedy search with heuristics
The greedy approximation of the 0/1 knapsack problem was
not effective for our XML Index Advisor. The benefit of an
index is highly influenced by the existence of other indexes in
the configuration that can be used to answer the same query.
Moreover, the greedy search can select general indexes that
can be used for path expressions already covered by other
indexes in the configuration. However, the query optimizer
can use only one of these indexes in its query execution plan.
A possible solution to this problem is to compile all workload
queries after the indexes in the configuration are selected, and
then to eliminate indexes that are never used. The problem
with this solution is that we free up extra disk space at the
end of the index selection process that we never use again
for adding more indexes, even though this space could be
very useful. A similar approach is used for searching relational indexes in [34]. In our proposed solution for searching through candidate XML indexes, we adopt a different
approach.
To address the index redundancy problem described
above, we add one more objective to our search problem:
maximizing the number of workload XPath expressions that
use indexes in the selected configuration. Maximizing the
workload benefit remains the primary objective of the greedy
search algorithm that we use. Heuristics are added to the
greedy search to attempt to enforce the new objective in a
best effort manner.
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Algorithm 1 outlines the search algorithm with the
added heuristic rules. The high-level outline of the algorithm is as follows. First, we estimate the size of each
candidate index and the total benefit of this index for
the workload. We then sort the candidate indexes according to their benefit/size ratio. Finally, we add candidates
to the output configuration in sorted order of benefit/size
ratio if they agree with the heuristic rules (which we
state later in the section), starting with the highest ratio,
and we continue until the available disk space budget is
exhausted. We refer to the coverage of a candidate index
(cand) or a group of indexes (config) as cand.coverage
and config.coverage, respectively. We also refer to the
size of a candidate index (cand) or a group of indexes
(config) as cand.size and config.size, respectively. We use
the following functions to perform the search and apply the
heuristics:
– benefit(config) returns the estimated benefit of the workload when this configuration of indexes is created as
described in Sect. 3.4.
– addCandIfSpaceAvail(cand, config) adds cand to config
if cand.size + config.size ≤ diskSize. If the condition
holds, addCandIfSpaceAvail also updates the size and
coverage of config.
– replaceCandIfSpaceAvail(cand, subConfig, config)
replaces the subConfig in config with cand if the new configuration after performing the replacement, newConfig,
has a higher benefit than config and the increase in size
is below a threshold β. This is the heuristic that we add
to the greedy search to deal with index interactions. The
value β specifies how much increase in size we are willing to allow. We have found β = 10 % to work well in our
experiments. If the condition holds and there is enough
disk space to do the replacement, size and coverage of
config are updated.
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– overlapCoverage(cand, config) scans config and returns
the maximal set of candidates overlapConfig that has the
index coverage of cand or part of it.
3.5.3 Top down search
The greedy search with heuristics attempts to recommend
a configuration with the highest benefit that fits the given
workload. Because of that, it can be viewed as over-fitting
the given workload. If the workload changes even slightly,
the recommended configuration may not be of use. This is
acceptable if the DBA knows that the workload is not likely
to change. For example, this might occur if the workload is
all the queries in a particular application. However, another
likely scenario is that the DBA has assembled a representative
training workload, but the actual workload may be a variation
on this training workload. This is true for relational data, but it
is of added importance for XML, because the rich structure of
XML allows users to pose queries that retrieve different paths
of the data with slight variations. If this is the case, and the
workload presented to the Index Advisor is a representative
of a larger class of possible workloads, then we posit that
the goal of the Index Advisor should be to choose a set of
indexes that is as general as possible, while still benefiting
the workload queries. We have developed a top down search
algorithm to achieve this goal.
In the top down search, we use the DAG constructed during
candidate generalization (e.g., the DAG shown in Fig. 5). The
roots of the DAG are the most general indexes that can be
obtained from the workload. We start with these roots of the
DAG as our current configuration. Since general indexes are
typically large in size, this starting configuration is likely to
exceed the available disk space budget, but it likely has a
higher benefit compared to specific indexes. General indexes
can have zero or negative benefit for two reasons: (1) high
maintenance cost because of update, delete, and insert statements in the workload, and (2) not being used in optimizer
plans. To handle this, we add a preprocessing phase to remove
any indexes with zero or negative benefit from our search
space. Next, we iteratively replace a general index from the
current configuration with its specific (and smaller) child
indexes, and we repeat this step until the configuration that
we have fits within the disk space budget.
To choose the general index to replace, we introduce two
metrics ΔB and ΔC. Assume that candidates x1 , . . . , xn
are generalized to a candidate x general . There will be nodes
in the DAG for each of these candidates, and x general
will be a parent of x1 , . . . , xn . We define ΔB and ΔC as
follows:
ΔB = IB(x general ) − IB(x1 , . . . , xn )
ΔC = Size(x general ) − 0≤i≤n Size(xi )
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In the previous equation, we define IB(X ), the improved benefit of the set of indexes X , as the benefit of the recommended
index configuration built to this point when X is added to
it.
Since our goal is to obtain the maximum total benefit for
the workload by choosing the most general configuration that
fits in the disk space budget, we iteratively choose the general
index with the smallest ΔB/ΔC ratio, and we replace it with
its (more specific) children in the DAG. That is, we replace
general indexes whose additional benefit per unit cost over
their children is lowest. In case of ties, we select the index
with the largest ΔC. If we run out of general candidates to
replace and do not yet meet the disk space budget, we use
greedy search. Note that in this case we do not need to apply
our heuristics since none of the indexes we are searching
through is general.

4 Recommending XML views
In this section, we focus on enumerating and recommending XMLTable materialized views for a workload of XQuery
queries.
4.1 Overview of XMLTable view recommendation
4.1.1 Query optimizer architecture for rewriting XQuery
queries to use XMLTable views
Our advisor recommends XMLTable materialized views
for improving the performance of XQuery queries. To
rewrite XQuery queries at run time to use the recommended
XMLTable views, the query optimizer of a database system
using our approach needs to be extended with the ability
to translate XQuery queries into SQL/XML queries that use
XMLTable functions. The query optimizer rewriting XQuery
queries to use materialized XMLTable views runs through the
following steps (Fig. 6):
1. XQuery parsing. The XQuery query is parsed into its
XML representation (XQueryX [25]) to help the query
optimizer analyze the clauses of the query.
2. XMLTable view enumeration. We examine all the
clauses in the XQueryX representation of the input query
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Fig. 7 Query Q3

and enumerate the possible XMLTable views that include
the XPath expressions that are referenced in the input
query (Sect. 4.2).
3. Generating a SQL/XML query that uses the enumerated views. A new SQL/XML query that has the
XMLTable views enumerated in the previous step in its
FROM clause as sub-queries is created (Sect. 4.6).
4. Selecting the best materialized XMLTable views that
match the query. The optimizer matches the translated
SQL/XML query with all the XMLTable views materialized in the database and applies a cost-based function to
select the best set of views to rewrite the query.
5. Rewriting the query to use the selected views. Finally,
the query optimizer rewrites the query to use the set of
matched XMLTable views.

4.1.2 XMLTable view advisor architecture
Our view advisor architecture follows the same general
architecture described in Sect. 1 (Fig. 1). At a high level,
the goal of the XMLTable View Advisor is to identify
common access patterns in the input XQuery workload
and to extract the XML data accessed by these patterns
into XMLTable views. For example, if the queries in the
input workload frequently access the value of an element in the XML data (an ID element for instance), we
extract this element as a separate column in an XMLTable
view.
The class of XQuery queries that our advisor supports
includes queries with FOR, LET, WHERE, and RETURN
clauses. The RETURN clause can have either a simple or a
constructed expression. Multiple FOR and LET clauses can
occur in the query. Expressions that appear in the FOR, LET,
WHERE, and RETURN clauses can have any number of
predicates.
In the rest of this section, we describe the phases of the
view recommendation process in detail. We use Q3, shown
in Fig. 7, as a running example.

4.2 Enumerating candidate views
XMLTable views are more complex physical structures than
XML indexes, and therefore, there is no simple equivalent
to the //* index, described in Sect. 3, that can be used
to enumerate candidate materialized views. Because of that,
we decided to develop a process for enumerating candidate
XMLTable materialized views that does not rely on the query
optimizer. We describe the XQuery-to-SQL/XML translation algorithm that we use to enumerate candidate views in
this section. In Sect. 4.6, we revise this algorithm to enable
translating XQuery queries into SQL/XMLTable queries that
use the enumerated materialized views. The class of XQuery
queries that our advisor support is described in [8].
To enumerate candidate views for an XQuery query, we
parse the query and break it down into its FOR, LET,
WHERE, and RETURN clauses. We further break each of
these clauses into its components. The FOR and LET clauses
in an XQuery query are used to produce a tuple stream in
which each tuple consists of one or more bound variables.
This behavior resembles the row generator in the XMLTable
function (recall Sect. 2.1.2). Therefore, for every FOR or
LET clause in the input XQuery, we create a new candidate
XMLTable view. We describe next how we handle each clause
in the candidate enumeration process (Algorithm 2 and the
helper function described in Algorithm 3).
FOR Clause. We divide the FOR clause into a variable,
the path expression associated with the variable (the binding sequence for that variable), and the optional predicates
(Algorithm 2, Line 3). A FOR clause produces a tuple stream
for every variable and iterates over the binding sequence of
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Fig. 8 Final version of V1

that variable, which resembles the functionality of the row
generator of the XMLTable function. Therefore, for every
FOR clause: (1) we create a new candidate materialized view
and assign its row generator to be the binding sequence in
the FOR clause (i.e., the path expression after removing any
predicate values from it, for example, /Customer in the
FOR clause of Q3), (2) we record the variable name and the
created view, and finally (3) for every predicate expression
appearing in the binding sequence of the FOR clause, we
add it as a column navigator path expression to the view. For
example, when we parse the FOR clause of Q3, we create
a view V1 (Fig. 8) that has the row generator /Customer
and the column @id. Algorithm 3 illustrates the procedure
of creating a view from the path expression that appears in a
FOR clause.
LET Clause. Similar to the FOR clause, a LET clause produces a tuple stream for every variable declared in it. Unlike
the FOR clause, a LET clause binds each variable declared
in it to the result of its associated expression without iteration and hence we need to compensate for this behavior.
First, we create a new candidate XMLTable view with the
binding expression of the LET clause after removing any
predicates from it as its row generator. Next, to compensate
for the non-iterative behavior of the LET clause, we add column navigator with the “.” expression to the generated view
to represent all the tuples generated by the row generator of
the view and then group all of these tuples using a GROUP
BY clause (Algorithm 2, Lines 6–8).
For a binding sequence that references another variable (e.g., the expression $cust/Accounts/Account
in Q3), we look up the expression referenced by this variable ($cust references /Customer in the FOR clause,
which is also associated with the already generated view V1)
and concatenate it with the rest of the expression to form the
path expression that we use as a row generator when creating
the XMLTable view (/Customer/Accounts/Account
is used as the row generator for V2, the materialized view
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Fig. 9 View V2 after parsing the LET clause in Q3

generated from the LET clause of Q3 in this example).
We then add a column in each of the views: (1) a column in the newly generated view (V2) to backward navigate the row generator of the view that represents the
referenced variable in the binding sequence (the column
parent::Accounts/parent::Customer in V2 references /Customer in V1), and (2) a “.” column in the
referenced view (V1) (Fig. 8). These columns are used for
joining the two views in the translated query. Additionally, a
LET clause might have an optional aggregation function that
we handle by adding the aggregation of the “.” column to the
SELECT clause of the XMLTable view (count(u.cy0)
in V2). The generated view V2 is shown in Fig. 9.
WHERE Clause. For every predicate appearing in a
WHERE clause, we extract the XPath expressions appearing in this predicate. For each XPath expression, we look up
the view (refView) associated with the referenced variable
(varRef ) in this expression and add a column to that view
to correspond to this navigation (Algorithm 2, Lines 10–15).
For example, to account for the predicate on age in Q3, we
add a column navigator in view V1 (Fig. 8).
RETURN Clause. For all the XPath path expressions
that appear in the RETURN clause, we find all the views
that are associated with the reference variables that appear in
these expressions and we then add a column for each expression to the corresponding view (Algorithm 2, Lines 17–20).
For example, the expression $accounts in the RETURN
clause of Q3 references an existing column in V2 and hence
no change is needed to the view. However, for the expression
$cust/name, we add the column name to V1. The final
version of view V1 is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10 View V4

4.3 Generalizing the set of enumerated views
Recall that the XML Index Advisor generalizes the index
patterns to make them useful for queries not seen in the input
workload that is used for recommendation. Similarly, creating XMLTable views that answer multiple queries in the
workload and potential unseen queries can increase the usefulness of our recommendations. Since our proposed view
definition involves both XPath expressions and SQL query
definitions, generalization can benefit from the index generalization techniques proposed in Sect. 3 and the query merging techniques proposed in [36]. We describe the forms of
query generalization that we use in our View Advisor in this
section. The XMLTable View Advisor applies these generalization rules to the basic set of candidate views to generate
an expanded set of candidate views.
4.3.1 Generalizing column navigators to include subtrees
Most of the XMLTable views that are generated in the candidate enumeration phase are a normalization (flattening) of
values that are accessed in the workload queries. An alternative approach is to recommend views that store sub-trees of
the data as XML columns. For example, we can generalize V1
(Fig. 8) into V3 that has /Customer as a row generator and
“.” as the only column navigator. The “.” column navigator means that all the subtrees reachable by the row generator
are stored in the materialized view. This approach is useful
when the query requires reconstructing the XML tree.
4.3.2 Merging views
A common generalization approach used in relational advisors is view merging [36]. For XMLTable views, we merge
views that have the same row generator to produce a new
view that has as its column navigators the set of column
navigators that appear in the merged views after removing
duplicates. The goal of this approach is to decrease the disk
space required without affecting performance by combining views. This approach is a special case of the approach
discussed in Sect. 4.3.1, since we keep the normalization
state (flat or nested) of the column navigator. For example, view V5 (Fig. 11) is a merging of V1 (Fig. 8) and V4
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 11 Generalized view V5

4.4 Relational indexes on XMLTable views
One approach to make XMLTable views more useful is to
build relational indexes on their columns. This is possible since the XMLTable views are regular relational tables
with indexable columns that happen to originate from XML
data. There can be many possible indexes that can be built
on the columns of an XMLTable view to help the view
perform better. In this paper, we use a heuristic approach
to select only one index for each view. The chosen index
has all the columns of the view that appear in a predicate in the XQuery that caused this view to be recommended. This guarantees that these columns have relational
values that are used for lookup in the query. The index
follows the same order of the columns in the view. For
example, the index that we build for view V1 is index I1
(create index I1 on V1(cx0, cx2)). For every
candidate view, we add to the search space another alternative
physical structure that consists of the view with a relational
index on its columns.
4.5 Searching for the optimal view configuration
After applying the generalization rules on the basic candidate views generated from the input queries, we obtain an
expanded set of candidates. To choose some of these enumerated XMLTable views (a view configuration) to recommend for a workload, we search the space of enumerated
candidate views to find the best set of views that fits in
a given disk space budget. We use the same search algorithms presented in Sect. 3.5. The top down search algorithm
described in Sect. 3.5.3 can be used without any changes for
searching the candidate XMLTable views. However, we made
minor changes to the greedy search with heuristics algorithm
described in Sect. 3.5.2.
XMLTable views can interact with each other in ways that
affect their total benefit for a query workload. The main types
of interaction affecting the selection of views are: (1) views
that can be used together to rewrite a query and (2) views that
are generated by merging other views and therefore subsume
them. These interactions are similar to the ones encountered
when searching the space of XML indexes. We use the search
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algorithm in Sect. 3.5.2 unmodified except for the definition
of candidate coverage. We define the view coverage of a view
as its view ID as well as the IDs of the views that it subsumes (i.e., the views that it was generated from using the
generalization rules, and the views that have the same row
generator and column navigators that were enumerated for
other queries). The coverage of a configuration of views is
defined as the union of the view coverage of its constituent
views. For example, if V5 is generated by merging V1 and
V4, then the coverage of V5 is the set {V1, V4, V5}.
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Table 2 Extensions made to Algorithms 2 and 3 for XQuery translation

4.6 Translating XQuery queries into SQL queries that use
XMLTable views
At run time, the query optimizer needs to translate input
XQuery queries to SQL queries with XMLTable functions
to be able to match these queries with the XMLTable
views. Translation of XQuery queries to SQL queries with
XMLTable functions during query compilation is studied in
[23]. We adopt a similar approach that we describe in this
section. The translation involves using XMLTable views that
are similar to the ones being enumerated for the XQuery
queries using Algorithm 2 (Sect. 4.2). This ensures that the
XMLTable views in the translated XQuery queries will match
the recommended XMLTable views.
During the XQuery to SQL translation, we examine the
parsed XQuery, generate XMLTable views that encapsulate
all referenced XPath expressions in the query, and then construct an SQL query based on this information. We add all the
generated views to the FROM clause of the SQL query. We
then construct the SELECT and WHERE clauses in the translated query by referring to the columns of the views to reflect
how their associated expressions appear in the original query.
We also add joins between the views that are used to rewrite
the query when needed. These joins are needed to link two
FOR or LET clauses where one references the other to make
sure that the data referenced by both clauses in any iteration
is the same. For example, the binding sequence of the LET
clause in Q3 ($cust/Accounts/Account) references
the binding sequence of the FOR clause (/Customer).
Therefore, we add an equality predicate (i.e., a join) for the
expressions represented by $cust referenced in the FOR
and LET clauses to make sure that the XML data is the same
in any iteration (i.e., we are aggregating the accounts of the
same customer in any iteration).
Table 2 lists the lines that we add to Algorithms 2 and 3 in
order to get the algorithms for translating XQuery queries.
The new versions of the algorithms are translateXQuery
(xquery) and translateXQueryAndCreateViewFromExpr
(varName, expr). The main goal of these extensions is to
build the three lists selectElementsList, fromViewsList, and
wherePredicatesList that we use to construct the translated
query. First, we modify Algorithm 2 by inserting the code
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listed in the three rows L0a, L0b, and L0c of the table
before Line 1 of Algorithm 2 to initialize the three lists.
For every FOR or LET clause in the query, we record the
views that we create by adding them to fromViewsList. Thus,
we insert entries L4a and L8a of the table after Lines 4
and 8 in Algorithm 2, respectively. For every predicate, we
encounter during the parsing either in an expression appearing in a FOR or LET clause or in a WHERE clause, we
add a reference to it in the wherePredicatesList (Table entry
L13a to be inserted after Line 13 in Algorithm 3, and Table
entry L14a to be inserted after Line 14 in Algorithm 2).
When a binding sequence references a previously defined
variable, we interpret this occurrence as a join between the
referenced view and the new view. The columns needed
for this join are illustrated in entries L6a and L6b, which
we insert after Line 6 in Algorithm 3. Finally, we call the
function generateQuery to construct the translated query
from the three lists selectElementsList, fromViewsList, and
wherePredicatesList (We insert table entry L22a in Algorithm 2). The generateQuery function uses a template of
an SQL query with SELECT, FROM, and WHERE clauses
to construct the translated query as follows: (1) simple elements or XML constructs in selectElementsList are added to
the SELECT clause of the query, (2) references to views in
fromViewsList are added to the FROM clause of the query,
and (3) all predicates in wherePredicatesList are added to the
WHERE clause. If the return value is a simple XPath expression, then the corresponding column name is used, otherwise
we use the XMLElement SQL function to construct an XML
fragment.
To illustrate our translation process, we show the final
translated query for Q3 (Fig. 7) in Fig. 12. The two views
V1 (Fig. 8) and V2 (Fig. 9) are recommended for query Q3,
so we construct the FROM clause in the translated query
as from V1, V2. Next, we examine the return clause and
construct the SELECT clause of the rewritten query. Finally,
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smaller in size and can drastically reduce the execution time
of queries. In this section, we show that XMLTable views are
especially useful for certain types of queries. We also show
that XML indexes are not useful all the time. Therefore, it
is beneficial to include both XML indexes and XMLTable
views in one unified search space when recommending physical designs, as our Integrated Index-View Advisor does. We
study the usefulness of XML indexes and XMLTable views
to query execution plans by comparing these different plans.
We highlight three usage patterns for indexes and views: prenavigation, joining tables, and aggregation.
5.1.1 Pre-navigation

Fig. 12 Translated query SQ3

Fig. 13 Query Q4

we construct the WHERE clause as a conjunction of all the
predicates that appear in the XQuery and those that correspond to joins between views.
5 Integrated recommendation of indexes
and materialized views
In this section, we integrate the index and view advisors
described in Sects. 3 and 4 into one Integrated Index-View
Advisor that recommends both XML indexes and XMLTable
views for a workload of XQuery queries. The Integrated
Index-View Advisor ensures that the recommended configuration satisfies the given disk space constraint.
5.1 Motivation: the need for an Integrated Index-View
Advisor
XMLTable materialized views are considered alternative
relational access paths to the XML data in the database. It
has been shown in the literature that XMLTable materialized
views can reduce the execution time of queries [24] and also
database maintenance statements [22]. However, they can
grow as large as the data, and the query execution plans that
use them might not be better than the query execution plans
without them. In contrast, partial XML indexes are usually

Pre-navigation to the XML elements that are needed during
query execution and storing them in a format that is easily
accessible can save a huge amount of query execution time.
The XMLTable function allows pre-navigation and stores the
resulting pre-navigated values in a relational table format. By
using XMLTable functions, we create new relational views
of some of the fragments of the XML data that are accessed
by the queries in the workload. Therefore, we can now translate complex XQuery queries into simple select statements.
XML indexes are also useful in navigating to the nodes (or
their values) referenced in the query. To evaluate the benefit of pre-navigation, we compare three optimizer query
plan alternatives for query Q4 (Fig. 13): (1) the execution
plan when indexes are used, (2) the execution plan when
XMLTable views are used, and (3) the execution plan when
XMLTable views and relational indexes on them are used. In
these plans, we use the following abbreviations: (1) DFetch:
refers to fetching a document from an XML column, (2)
XSCAN: refers to scanning an XML document, which consequently means parsing or navigating an XML document
depending on how the XML data are stored in the database,
(3) TBFetch: refers to fetching specific rows in the table, and
(4) TBSCAN: refers to scanning an entire table to examine
its rows.
Figure 16 shows three possible query execution plans for
Q4.2 In a typical query execution plan when no physical
structures are used, all the documents in the table are read
and scanned to find the qualifying predicate(s) and the return
value(s). The total cost of this plan equals the cost of navigating all documents in the table. To reduce the execution
cost, there are three alternatives:
1. When we use an XML index (for example, an index that
includes the XML nodes that are reachable by the XPath
expression /Order/OrdStatus) to select the XML
2

We generated these query execution plans using DB2. XQuery queries
used as examples in this section are simple queries, and most database
systems would generate similar execution plans for them.
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this execution plan is equal to the cost of scanning the
entire view (Fig. 16b).
3. When we use an XMLTABLE view and a relational index
on the columns that represent all predicates in the original
XQuery (for example, an index on the column cx1 in
view V6), the cost of executing the plan is equal to the
sum of the index navigation cost and the cost of fetching
the qualified tuples (Fig. 16c).
Fig. 14 View V6 that can be used to answer Q4

Depending on the structure of the XML documents and the
selectivity of the predicates in the query, various situations
will lead to different possible plans having the lowest cost.
Therefore, we rely on estimated costs to decide which of the
physical structures can best benefit a specific workload of
queries and XML data.

Fig. 15 Rewritten query Q4 that uses view V6

5.1.2 Joining tables
subtrees rooted by nodes that satisfy the predicate(s) in
the query, we need to navigate to these subtrees to find
the return value(s). In this execution plan, the execution
cost is equal to the sum of the index navigation cost and
the navigation cost of the selected documents (Fig. 16a).
2. When we use an XMLTABLE view such as V6 (Fig. 14),
the execution plan for the rewritten query that uses this
view (RQ4 shown in Fig. 15) includes scanning all the
rows of the view to find qualifying tuples. The cost of

(a)

(b)

Joining tables is a common and important operation in
XQuery queries. The execution cost of XQuery queries with
table joins can be reduced by pre-navigating the values to
be joined, storing them in relational tables, and then joining these relational tables. For example, we show in Fig. 17
the execution plans for Query Q5 (Fig. 18), which has a join
between tables ORDER and SECURITY. Figure 17a, b shows
the execution plans for query Q5 using XML indexes and

(c)

Fig. 16 Query execution plans for query Q4

(a)
Fig. 17 Query execution plans for query Q5
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(b)
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XMLTABLE views, respectively. The number of elements in
the join operator’s two inputs is the same in both execution
plans. The total execution cost can be lower in the execution plan with XMLTABLE views because of the following:
(1) the relational optimizer can use a larger variety of join
methods, hash joins for example and (2) the table scan of the
XMLTable materialized view is cheaper than scanning a table
with XML documents stored in one of its columns. In the latter case, it is necessary to parse and navigate the XML documents during the scan. To demonstrate this, we executed Q5
after rewriting it to use XML indexes and XMLTable materialized views as illustrated in the execution plans shown in
Fig. 17. The execution time of Q5 when rewritten to use
XMLTable views was 17 times faster than its execution time
when rewritten to use XML indexes.
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Fig. 18 Query Q5

5.1.3 Aggregation
Another type of queries that can benefit from using XMLTable
views are queries with grouping and aggregation functions. In
addition to the benefit of pre-navigation, pre-grouping and/or
pre-aggregating the data in an XMLTable view reduces query
execution time. This can be done only with views and not with
indexes.
Having qualitatively described and contrasted the benefit
of XML indexes and XMLTable views, we now compare the
execution time of queries when creating the recommendations of the XML Index Advisor and the XMLTable View
Advisor for a large space budget (2 GB). The setup for this
experiment is described in Sect. 6.1. Figure 19 shows the estimated execution times of queries in the TPoX workload for
the following three cases: (1) no physical structures are used,
(2) XML indexes recommended by the XML Index Advisor
are created, and (3) XMLTABLE views recommended by
the XMLTable View Advisor are created. In each case, the
configuration recommended by the advisor is created and
the optimizer is then invoked in a special mode to estimate
the execution time of the queries in the workload. We note
that we could not use views with four TPoX queries, Q3–
Q6 (see Sect. 6 for details). We observe that the execution
times of four out of the remaining six queries of the TPoX
workload when rewritten to use XMLTable views are less
than the execution times of these queries when rewritten to
use XML indexes. However, the benefit/size ratios of the
XMLTable views used in rewriting these queries are less than
the benefit/size ratios of indexes used for rewriting the same
queries because views usually have a larger size compared
to indexes. We also note that the execution times of queries
Q7–Q9, which extract data from the three different tables of
the TPoX database, can be reduced by half through the use
of XMLTable views instead of XML indexes.
From the above comparison, we conclude that both
XML indexes and XMLTable views are useful for differ-

Fig. 19 Estimated execution time per query for advisor recommendations

ent queries. It would be difficult to inspect each query to
decide whether to recommend XML indexes or XMLTable
views for it. Furthermore, some queries can benefit from
both indexes and views, and our rewriting algorithms restrict
us to using one type of physical structure for each query.
More complications arise when searching the space of candidate XML indexes and XMLTable views due to considering relational indexes on XMLTable views. Therefore,
it is beneficial to consider XML indexes and XMLTable
views together as one search space when recommending a
physical design for an XML workload. In the rest of this
section, we present an Integrated Index-View Advisor that
recommends the best configuration of XML indexes and
XMLTable views for a given XML database and XQuery
workload.
5.2 Design of the Integrated Index-View Advisor
Figure 20 shows the architecture of our integrated advisor. Since the candidate enumeration processes for XML
indexes and XMLTable materialized views are different,
we enumerate and generalize candidates of each type separately using the candidate enumeration and generalization
algorithms described in Sects. 3 and 4. This results in
candidates of three types: XML indexes, XMLTable
materialized views, and XMLTable materialized views with
relational indexes on them. We combine all these candidates
into one pool of candidates, and we search for the best configuration among all these candidates. The search algorithm is
different from the search algorithms in Sects. 3 and 4 because
the space of candidates contains different types of physical
structures, which introduces new types of interactions. In the
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Fig. 20 The Integrated Index-View Advisor architecture

next section, we generalize the search algorithms described
in Sects. 3 and 4 to an algorithm that considers different types
of interactions between different physical structures.

5.3 Searching indexes and views together
The search algorithms that we have proposed in Sects. 3 and 4
take into account two types of interactions between candidates: (1) interaction between candidates that can be used to
rewrite the same query and (2) candidates where one is a general form of the other. While the former type of interaction
affects the benefit of candidates due to the existence of other
candidates, the latter type of interaction poses a restriction
that at most one candidate is to be chosen. When searching
the combined space of XML indexes and XMLTable views,
we also consider that a query can either be rewritten to use
XML indexes or XMLTable views, but not both, because of
their different rewriting algorithms. The notion of candidate
coverage is not valid any more, as there is no clear relation
between the XML indexes and the XMLTable views that can
be used for the same query, and we also want to consider
using either type of structure for each query. We choose to
define the coverage in the integrated search algorithm based
on query coverage, and we introduce new rules to handle
special cases.
The high-level outline of the search algorithm is similar to the algorithm we use to search the space of indexes
(Sect. 3.5.2) and the algorithm we use to search the space
of views (Sect. 4.5), with different rules for the various
types of candidates. Algorithm 4 presents the integrated
search algorithm. The first step of the search algorithm is
to sort all of the physical structures according to their benefit/size ratio. We then iteratively consider candidate phys-
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ical structures: XML indexes (XINDEX), XMLTable views
(XVIEW), and XMLTable views with relational indexes on
them (XVIEW_RINDEX) and try to add them to the set of
recommended structures (recommended). In every iteration,
if the recommended set of candidates is empty or the candidate that we are considering in this iteration (bestCand) adds
new coverage (i.e., it helps a query in the workload that is not
yet helped by any of the structures already selected by the
advisor), we add bestCand to our set of recommended physical structures if enough disk space is available. Otherwise, if
there is overlap between the queries that are already covered
by physical structures in the recommended configuration and
the coverage of bestCand, we apply the heuristic rules that
we describe next to decide whether to add bestCand to our set
of recommended physical structures or not. First, we use the
helper function overlapQCoverage to find the set of physical
structures in the recommended configuration that help some
or all of the queries that are covered by bestCand. We call
this set of candidates the overlapConfig. We then apply the
following rules depending on the type of bestCand:
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1. bestCand is an XML index: We build an alternate configuration (replaceConfig) consisting of the set of physical structures {cand} that belong to the set overlapConfig
and that satisfy one of the followingbreak conditions:
(a) cand is an XML index, and bestCand is a general
form of it. In this case, bestCand can replace cand in
its query execution plans.
(b) cand is an XMLTable view or XMLTable view with
a relational index on it. In this case, choosing an
XMLTable view to answer a query in the workload
means that we cannot use XML indexes for rewriting it, because the query rewriting algorithm can use
either XML indexes or XMLTable views to rewrite a
given query, but not both.
2. bestCand is an XMLTable view: We build an alternate configuration (replaceConfig) consisting of the set
of physical structures {cand} that belong to the set
overlapConfig and that satisfy one of the following conditions:
(a) cand is an XMLTable view, and bestCand is a general
form of it. In this case, bestCand can replace cand in
its query execution plans.
(b) cand is an XML index. Hence, we either choose the
XML index that is already selected (cand) or the new
XMLTable view that we are currently considering
(bestCand).
(c) cand is an XMLTable view with a relational index on
it. Whether bestCand is the same as cand.view or is
a general form of it, we add cand to replaceConfig.
3. bestCand is an XMLTable view with a relational index
on it: We build an alternate configuration (replaceConfig)
consisting of the set of physical structures {cand} that
belong to the set overlapConfig and that satisfy one of
the following conditions:
(a) cand is an XMLTable view with a relational index on
it, and bestCand.view is a general form of cand.view.
In this case, bestCand can replace cand in its query
execution plans.
(b) cand is an XML index. Hence, we either choose the
XML index that is already selected (cand) or the new
XMLTable view with a relational index on it that we
are currently considering (bestCand).
(c) cand is an XMLTable view. Whether bestCand.view
is the same as cand or is a general form of it, we add
cand to replaceConfig.
The next step in the algorithm is to check the alternate
configuration replaceConfig. If it is empty, this means that
bestCand can be used together with already selected physical structures to answer queries in the workload and that we
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can safely add bestCand to the recommended configuration
if there is enough disk space. Otherwise, we check the following two configurations: (1) bestCand ∪ (recommended −
replaceConfig): the configuration that includes bestCand
in addition to the structures that we have already selected
after removing the ones in replaceConfig from it and
(2) recommended. If the new configuration (bestCand ∪
(recommended − replaceConfig)) has a higher benefit and
its size does not exceed the disk space constraint, we make
it the recommended configuration.
In Algorithm 4, we use the following helper functions:
– isGeneral(cand1, cand2): returns true if cand1 is of the
same type as cand2 and is a general form of cand2.
If cand1 and cand2 are XMLTable views with relational indexes on them, we compare cand1.view and
cand2.view.
– addCandIfSpaceAvail(cand,config): adds the candidate
physical structure cand to the configuration of physical
structures config if the size of the new configuration is
within the disk space constraint.
– replaceCandIfSpaceAvail(cand,replaceConfig,config):
replaces the set of structures in replaceConfig, which is
a subset of the configuration config, with the candidate
structure cand if the new configuration has a higher benefit than the old configuration, and the size of the new configuration does not exceed the disk space constraint. The
new configuration is: cand ∪ (config − replaceConfig).

6 Experimental evaluation
6.1 Experimental setup
We conducted our experiments on a Dell PowerEdge
2850 server with two Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz CPUs (with hyperthreading) and 4 GB of memory running SuSE Linux 10. The
database is stored on a 146 GB 10 K RPM SCSI drive. We
implemented our advisors in a prototype version of IBM DB2
V9.7, which we use for our experimental evaluation.
We use the TPoX [27] benchmark in our experiments.
TPoX is an XML benchmark based on a financial application. We run the experiments on two TPoX data sets generated
using scale factors of 1 and 10 GB. We present experiments
run on the 10 GB database unless otherwise stated. We evaluate our XML Index Advisor on the standard queries that
are part of the benchmark specification, 11 XQuery queries.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our generalization algorithm,
we also use synthetic queries on the TPoX data in Sect. 6.2.2.
Our metric for evaluating the recommendations of the
XML advisors is estimated speedup: The estimated execution
time by the query optimizer of the workload with no XML
physical structures divided by the estimated execution time
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of the workload with the configuration of physical structures
recommended by the XML advisors. In Sects. 6.3 and 6.4,
we report the estimated query execution time in optimizer
units (called timerons in DB2). Optimizer units give a better
presentation of the differences between the advisor recommendations in these sections. We first present an evaluation
of the XML Index Advisor, then the XML View Advisor, and
finally the Integrated Index-View Advisor. More experimental results can be found in [8].
6.2 Effectiveness of the XML Index Advisor
Fig. 21 Estimated workload speedup with index recommendations

In this section, we illustrate that our XML Index Advisor
makes good index recommendations that effectively use the
available disk space budget and that are useful beyond the
training workload.
6.2.1 Effectiveness of the advisor recommendations
We have implemented four different combinatorial search
strategies in our Index Advisor: (1) greedy search (without
heuristics), (2) greedy search with heuristics, (3) top down,
and (5) dynamic programming. With the exception of greedy
search and dynamic programming, which are standard combinatorial search techniques, these strategies are described
in Sect. 3.5. In our first experiment, we compare the index
recommendations of these four strategies. In this experiment,
we only vary the search algorithm used by the XML Index
Advisor, all the algorithms used for the other recommendation phases are the same. In our implementation, we allow
the user to input a hint to the advisor to replace XML patterns
that contain //*, which might be undesired patterns, with
their children during the search for the best configuration.
Figure 21 shows the estimated speedup for the search
strategies when varying disk space budgets. The workload
that we use for this experiment consists of the 11 queries of
the TPoX benchmark and one more query. The added query
is similar to one of the TPoX queries that joins customers
and orders after varying the XPath expressions in its predicates to allow more general indexes to be generated. The best
speedup that can be achieved in this experiment is 5.7. This
speedup is achieved by the All Index configuration shown
in the figure, which has an index for every indexable XPath
expression in the query workload. The size of this configuration is 880 MB. In this experiment, we use the benchmark
queries for recommending the indexes and also for evaluating the recommendations. Every run, we create the recommended configuration of indexes as virtual indexes. We then
use the explain mode of the optimizer to estimate the execution time of the queries of the workload with these indexes
in place.
Figure 21 shows that our XML Index Advisor is able to
recommend indexes that speed up workload execution for
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Fig. 22 Index Advisor run time with different search strategies

the TPoX workload at all disk space budgets. As expected,
speedup increases as we increase the available disk space
budget, until it reaches the best possible speedup of the
All Index configuration. Greedy search requires significantly
more disk space than the All Index configuration to match its
performance. The reason is that greedy search often chooses
multiple indexes that answer the same query, thereby wasting some of the available disk space budget without gaining
any benefit. The heuristics we use with greedy search are
designed to avoid such errors, and their effectiveness can be
seen from the figure. The top down, greedy with heuristics,
and dynamic programming search algorithms result in similar speedups except for small variations that are due to selecting different indexes with similar benefits. However, these
algorithms take different times to find the recommended configuration as we show next.
Figure 22 shows the run time of the Index Advisor with
different search strategies for various disk space budgets. Top
down search takes up to 2 times longer than greedy search
with heuristics. However, the run time of top down search
improves as the available disk space increases because it
needs to explore fewer nodes in the DAG of candidate indexes
before arriving at a configuration that fits within the disk
space budget. The run time of greedy search is lower than all
the other search algorithms and is not affected by changing
the disk budget because it checks every candidate index at
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Fig. 23 Index Advisor generalization to unseen queries

Fig. 24 Effect of updates on index recommendations. Disk budget
= 100 MB

most once. Adding heuristic rules to the greedy search does
not have a significant effect on the run time of the advisor. The
run time of dynamic programming increases exponentially
with increasing the disk space budget. Thus, we can see that
the recommendations of the dynamic programming search
algorithm, which are sometimes better than the recommendations of other approximate search algorithms, come at a
significantly high cost.

tively an unbounded disk space budget). A training workload with size n is the same as the training workload with
size n − 1 after adding one additional query to it. The figures
show the speedup for top down search and greedy search with
heuristics. The figures show that as the advisor sees more and
more of the test workload, it can recommend a configuration
of indexes that can be useful to unseen queries. The figures
also show that top down search is quite effective at using the
available disk space to generalize from the queries seen in the
training workload to the unseen queries in the test workload,
whereas greedy search with heuristics is unable to perform
such generalization.
Figure 23 shows the results of the experiment when we
added TPoX queries to the training workload in one order. To
confirm that the conclusions are not affected by the order of
the queries, we repeated the above experiment for different
query orders and found that the conclusions hold for all query
orders that we tried.

6.2.2 Recommending generalized indexes
In this section, we demonstrate that our Index Advisor can
recommend indexes that are more general than the candidates generated from the workload, and that these indexes
can benefit future queries different from those in the training
workload. This is a key feature of our Index Advisor.
The first question we address is how many generalized
indexes can potentially be found in a workload. In the TPoX
workload that we used in the previous experiment, we were
able to increase the number of candidate indexes by 30 %
through candidate generalization.
To show the effect of recommending general indexes on
the speedup of various workloads, we perform an experiment
where the training workload used by the Index Advisor for
recommending indexes is different from the test workload
used to evaluate the recommended configuration. We used
a workload of 20 queries, the 11 TPoX queries followed by
9 synthetic queries to increase workload diversity. The synthetic queries where generated by using three of the TPoX
queries as templates. These query templates represent different return value complexities and touch the three XML
tables in the TPoX database. In the synthetic queries, we
used random XPath path expressions that occur in the data
to replace the XPath expressions in the original queries. We
train (i.e., recommend configurations) based on n queries,
and we test based on the entire workload, and we vary n
from 1 to the number of queries (20). Figure 23 shows the
estimated speedup on the test workload as we vary the training workload size with a disk space budget of 20 GB (effec-

6.2.3 Evaluating candidate configurations
The quality of the configurations recommended by the XML
Index Advisor depends on the accuracy of estimating the benefit of candidate index configurations in the Evaluate XML
Indexes optimizer mode and the penalty of UDI statements.
The key statistic used by Evaluate XML Indexes mode
is the size of a virtual index. We have found that for the
TPoX workload, the median relative estimation error for this
statistic is 6 and 12 % for the 10 and 1 GB data, respectively.
Notably, we are able to estimate the size of large indexes,
which have the most impact on performance, with a very
small error. For example, the largest candidate indexes for
TPoX are indexes on /FIXML/Order/OrdQty/@* and
/FIXML/Order//@*, and we are able to estimate their
size with 3.7 and 5.5 % error, respectively.
Figure 24 illustrates the effect of estimating the penalty of
updating candidate index configurations in response to UDI
statements. We add to the TPoX workload a varying number of UDI statements that insert documents into one of the
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Table 3 Effect of merging views on performance
Configuration

Size (MB)

Speedup

Benefit/size ratio

Basic

58.2

354.6

5.3

Generalized

48.8

198.0

6.3

can be useful for many query types, and that our XMLTable
View Advisor is quite effective at recommending these views.
6.3.1 Recommending merged XMLTable views
Fig. 25 Estimated query execution times for the recommended
XMLTable views

tables (the ORDER table), and we use the Index Advisor to
recommend a configuration with a 20 GB disk space budget.
The figure shows the estimated execution time as we vary
the number of UDI statements. The figure shows the case
where the Index Advisor ignores UDI statements while recommending an index configuration, and for the case where
it takes UDI statements into account. The figure also shows
the cost of the queries and insert statements individually for
the latter case. As the number of UDI statements increases,
workload execution time increases in all cases, but the advisor that takes into account UDI statements is able to reduce
the increase in execution time by dropping indexes when
the penalty for updating them exceeds their benefit (which
happens when insertions are around 3 % of the table size).
Thus, the Index Advisor can effectively estimate the benefit
of indexes even in the presence of updates.

6.3 Effectiveness of the XMLTable View Advisor
In this section, we present an evaluation of the XMLTable
View Advisor. We also show the effectiveness of the two
approaches that we use to expand the views search space: (1)
merging XMLTable views and (2) creating relational indexes
on XMLTable views. In this section and the next, we use the
TPoX data with scale factor 1 GB.
Figure 25 shows the estimated execution time of each
query for a configuration with no views and the recommended view configurations with different disk space
budgets. The maximum estimated speedup that can be
achieved, when we create all the recommended views for
the TPoX workload (total size 115 MB), is only 1.6 because
some queries in the workload (Q3–Q6) did not benefit from
the views. Queries Q1, Q2, Q7, Q8, Q9, and Q10, which range
from simple navigation to join queries, benefit from the recommended XMLTable views. Even for a configuration size
as small as 10 MB, the average speedup for these queries that
benefit from views is 134. This shows that XMLTable views
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To evaluate the performance of generalized views, we compare the two configurations: (1) Basic, which contains all the
views enumerated for the queries in the workload and (2)
Generalized, which contains a new set of generalized views
generated by merging views in the first configuration using
the generalization rules presented in Sect. 4.3.2. In this experiment, we only use the queries that can be helped by at least
one view from one of the two configurations (i.e., queries
Q3–Q6 in Fig. 25 are omitted). We measured the actual execution time of all queries in the workload after materializing
each configuration, and we report results based on these measurements in Table 3.3
Table 3 shows that 16 % of the total size of the configuration is saved by merging views. The measured speedup
with the generalized configuration is lower than the speedup
with the basic configuration. However, the benefit/size ratio
achieved is higher for the generalized configuration. From
this we conclude that using generalized views reduces the
execution cost of queries, but the benefit is lower than using
basic views that only contain data referenced by the queries.
However, if we also consider the reduction in disk size needed
to create the generalized configuration, the merged views are
a more efficient alternative.
6.3.2 Recommending XMLTable views with relational
indexes
In this section, we investigate the benefit of building
relational indexes on XMLTable views. For this experiment,
we let the advisor choose a configuration consisting only
of XMLTable views (with no relational indexes on them) in
one case. In the other case, we let the advisor choose a configuration from a set of candidates consisting of XMLTable
views and XMLTable views with relational indexes on them.
The disk space budget was 2 GB in both cases (effectively
unbounded). Figure 26 shows actual execution time in both
these cases, and when there are no views. We omit the queries
that do not benefit from XMLTable views from the figure.
In all the shown queries, using relational indexes over the
3

More results based on actual execution time can be found in [8,10,11].
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Fig. 26 Actual query execution times for the recommended XMLTable
views and XMLTable views with relational indexes on them
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Fig. 27 Estimated query execution times for advisor recommendations. Disk budget = 400 MB

XMLTable views reduces the execution time of the queries
in the workload. The speedup achieved due to using relational
indexes (compared to using views with no indexes) ranges
from 1.5 to 32.5 per query. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach for recommending relational indexes
on the XMLTable views.
6.4 Effectiveness of the Integrated Index-View Advisor
In this experiment, we compare the recommendations of the
XML Index Advisor, the XMLTable View Advisor, and the
Integrated Index-View Advisor. Figure 27 is an updated version of Fig. 19 (shown in Sect. 5) after adding one more
column to represent the estimated execution times of the
queries in the workload when the recommendations of the
Integrated Index-View Advisor are materialized in the database. We observe that the Integrated Index-View Advisor
always chooses XML indexes for all queries in this experiment even though indexes might have lower benefit than the
candidate views for the same query. This could be due to
one of the following reasons: (1) indexes have much smaller
sizes and hence their benefit/size ratio are higher or (2) an
index can be useful to other queries in the workload while the
materialized view is only useful to one query, so the benefit of
the index to the entire workload is higher than the benefit of
the materialized views recommended for each of the queries
helped by this index. For example, for query Q1 in the TPoX
workload, the Integrated Index-View Advisor recommends
an XML index for it although selecting an XMLTable view
is expected to result in a lower execution time. This can be
explained as follows: Query Q1 benefits from building an
XML index I1, which is also useful for queries Q4 and Q5.
Query Q1 also benefits from building an XMLTable view V1.
The estimated benefit of the XML index I1 when calculated
for the entire workload is higher than the estimated benefit
of the XMLTable view V1. Hence, the candidate XML index
is chosen by the search algorithm.
To eliminate the effect of this type of interaction, we compare the recommendations of the three advisors when the

Fig. 28 Estimated query execution times for advisor recommendations. Disk budget = 400 MB

input workload is composed of queries Q1 and Q7–Q10.
The results are shown in Fig. 28. In this figure, we can see
that the advisor sometimes recommends indexes and it sometimes recommends views. The Integrated Index-View Advisor selects the candidate structures that lower the execution
time of individual queries when these structures also lower
the execution time of the entire workload.
These experiments demonstrate that our Integrated IndexView Advisor effectively recommends suitable physical
designs for XML workloads. This integrated advisor puts
together all the contributions of this paper into one tool that
can be used by DBAs of XML databases.
7 Conclusion
We presented physical design tools that automatically
recommend XML indexes and XMLTable materialized views
for XML databases. We first described an XML Index Advisor that recommends the best set of indexes for a given XML
database and query workload and that is tightly coupled with
the query optimizer, using the optimizer for both enumerating and evaluating indexes. We then described an XMLTable
View Advisor that recommends relational materialized views
(XMLTable views) for XQuery workloads. Finally, we analyzed the different benefits that XML indexes and XMLTable
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views can provide to various types of XQuery queries, and
we concluded that both of them are useful and that they benefit different queries with different degrees. We presented
an Integrated Index-View Advisor that searches for the best
physical design for a workload in a pool of candidate physical
structures that contains XML indexes and XMLTable views.
We have implemented our proposed advisors in a prototype
version of IBM DB2. Our experiments with this implementation show that our advisors can effectively recommend physical designs that result in significant speedups for workload
queries.
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